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Description

Method for dynamically including a micro mobility anchor into

a user plane connection

The present invention relates to a method for dynamically in

cluding a so-called micro mobility anchor into a user plane

connection, in particular for application in a mobile radio

communication system according to the UMTS standard.

In mobile radio communication systems, setting up an end-to-

end connection, e.g. a user-to-PLMN/PDN-connection (PDN:

Packet Data Network) involves the setting up of connections

between different nodes in the network. For example, in a

system based on the well known UMTS (Universal Mobile Tele

communication System) standard, connections are established

between GGSN and SGSN, between SGSN and RNC, and between RNC

and NodeB.

On the one hand, the establishment of so-called user plane

connections involving all these nodes requires relatively

long setup times, i.e. for establishing the user plane con

nections and for initializing or resetting the functional en

tities associated with these nodes.

Furthermore, the mobility functionality requires:

- functional layers supporting mobility- and radio-specifics

functions and protocols (e.g. MAC, RLC, combining, inter-cell

control) and their implementation in physical nodes (respec-

tively the association of such functions with logical nodes) ,

- appropriate geographical and/or topological distribution of

these nodes,

- dynamic assignment of these nodes at connection setup, as

well as

- dynamic re-location of these nodes due to mobility of the

users .



In the framework of the 3GPP Work Item UTRAN Long Term Evolu

tion (LTE) within the standardisation of UMTS, it is proposed

to employ one particular node as a so-called micro mobility

anchor. Such micro mobility anchor's task is to "hide" low-

range mobility, e.g. mobility on cell level, from nodes in

upper layers, e.g. nodes in the core network. In general, the

functionality of such a node would be similar to today' s RNC-

mobility, wherein the Iu interface is retained whilst the Iub

interface may change as locations of user equipments (UE)

change between NodeBs/cells . However, setting up an end-to-

end connection across such micro mobility node would require

additional setup time, thus causing additional latency at

call setup.

According to the current 3GPP standards, user plane connec

tions are established immediately at call setup between all

involved nodes (e.g. GGSN, SGSN, RNC, NodeB) , resulting in

long call setup times. However, for future systems or evolu

tions of the known systems such as UMTS, such delay at call

setup is seen as being unacceptable due to required low con

trol plane latency target figures.

It is thus an object of the present invention to provide a

method for reducing the time needed for call setup while at

the same time enabling an efficient implementation of mobil

ity functionality in the system. This object is solved by the

inventive features of independent claim 1. Further advanta

geous features of the invention are disclosed in dependent

claims .

According to the invention, it is proposed not to employ the

mobility functionality at call setup, but to add such func

tionality at a later stage after call establishment, result

ing in significant reduction of the latency required for call

setup.

According to a first aspect of the invention, the mobility

functionality is employed if an event requiring mobility sup-



port, e.g. a handover or a relocation of the user equipment,

is detected.

According to a further aspect of the invention, the mobility

functionality is realised by a micro mobility anchor,

wherein, according to another aspect of the invention, such

micro mobility anchor is realised in a node in the radio ac

cess network (RAN) of the radio communication system.

Advantages of the present inventions are the following:

First, the invention enables fast user plane connection setup

because initially, only two network nodes are involved. Sec

ond, a direct user plane connection between a core network

(CN) node ,e.g. a SGSN, and a NodeB in case of nomadic mobil-

ity, i.e. a user equipment switches on and remains at site

until it switches off again, would reduce the load at the mi

cro mobility anchor (e.g. RAN node) due to the fact that not

all user connections would need to be routed via this node,

thus increasing the transmission efficiency for those low mo-

bility (nomadic mobility) user equipments due to a reduced

distance as well as reducing transmission delays for these

user equipments and enabling the support of higher quality of

service (QoS) . Third, the use of a micro mobility anchor

would substantially reduce the load at the macro mobility an-

chor located at a core network node (e.g. SGSN) .

According to another aspect of the invention, the mobility

functionality realised by a micro mobility anchor may also be

removed again from the user plane connection. The removal may

be triggered by the event of e.g. a lapsed timer which indi

cates that within a predefined time interval, the user equip

ment has not been handovered to another Node B , or it may

also be triggered when detecting that the user equipment has

significantly reduced its velocity, i.e. its mobility.

According to a further aspect of the invention, the micro mo

bility anchor is relocated within the radio access network

dependent on the current load. By a relocation of the micro



mobility anchor, the load may efficiently be balanced in the

system.

Another criterion for relocating the micro mobility anchor

may be a current distance of the user equipment to the node,

for which the mobility functionality was employed for thfirst

time. I.e. the location of the micro mobility anchor is not

changed if the user equipment is handovered from one NodeB to

another NodeB, both being attached to the same controller,

but only if the connection is handovered to a NodeB attached

to a different controller or even different core network.

The present invention will become more apparent from the de

scription and embodiments given herein below and from the ac-

companying drawings which are given by way of information

only, and thus are not limitative of the present invention,

and wherein:

FIG 1 depicts a communications system wherein the

inventive technique is applicable,

FIG 2 depicts a further inventive step in the

communication system of FIG 1 ,

FIG 3 depicts a further inventive step in the

communication system,

FIG 4 depicts a further inventive step in the

communication system,

FIG 5 depicts a system architecture,

FIG 6 depicts a system architecture for deployment

in urban area,

FIG 7 depicts a topology of a deployment-scenario

for urban area,

FIG 8 depicts a system architecture for deployment

in rural area, shows a with optional mobility

anchor, and

FIG 9 depicts a topology of a deployment-scenario

for rural area.



An example of the method according to the present invention

is shown in FIG 1 to 4 , i.e. an initial user plane connection

setup in FIG 1 ; a dynamic user plane connection modification

in preparation of a due handover of the user equipment and

preparation of the micro mobility anchor in FIG 2 ; a dynamic

user plane connection modification at the execution of the

handover, and switching the connection from "direct" to "via

micro mobility anchor" in FIG 3 ; and a dynamic user plane

connection modification at the execution of a subsequent

handover, and switching the connection without involving

nodes above the micro mobility anchor node in FIG 4 .

In FIG 2 to 4 , a control plane connection between radio con

troller and the micro mobility anchor is depicted. Such con-

nection would not necessarily be required, but the change of

the micro mobility anchor could e.g. also be performed by ex

plicitly forcing the NodeB to effect a so-called Routing-Ad

dress-Update for Mobile IPv6 for the NodeB to CN Node (Core

Network Node) connection.

It should be noted that usually, a micro mobility anchor may

be topologically associated with a NodeB and/or a radio con

troller covering a certain area, e.g. a number of cells.

Moreover, such micro mobility anchor may be realised co-lo-

cated to such a component of the radio access network or even

integrated in it. Nevertheless, the micro mobility anchor may

also serve adjacent areas or even areas at greater distances,

e.g. in situations of overload or periods of maintenance of

the originally served area. This would of course require the

possibility of routing connections to such remote areas.

In addition to a pure mobility functionality, the micro mo

bility anchor may also perform additional functions like e.g.

header compression (IP-ROHC: Internet Protocol-Robust Header

Compression) or segmentation/concatenation or multiplexing in

downlink (for soft combining in the user equipment DL SHO

(Downlink Soft Handover)) or macro diversity combining (for

soft handover in the network UL SHO (Uplink Soft Handover) .



For such functionalities, relocations of states would be re

quired, e.g. the current state of the ROHC-entity would need

to be transferred from the old location (macro mobility an

chor or another micro mobility anchor or even another NodeB)

to the new micro mobility anchor. In this case, as depicted

in FIG 2 to 4 a control plane connection between the control

ler and the micro mobility anchor would be necessary for con

figuring the additional functionalities.

It should also be noted that the functionality of e.g. com

bining may also be performed for a number of different radio

technologies (e.g. UMTS, WiMAX etc.) within the same physical

node .

In the following description including references to addi

tional figures, further new aspects are discussed with re

spect to the current state of the 3GPP standardisation. These

discussed issues may contain aspects of relevance for the

present invention. All mentioned standard documents are thus

included into the description of the invention below.

1. Introduction

One of the main targets of the Study Item "UTRAN Long Term

Evolution" is significant reduction of user plane latency. At

3GPPRAN2-Ad Hoc on LTE (20 th - 21st June 2005, Sophia Antipo-

lis, France) and at 3GPPRAN3-SA2- Joint-Ad Hoc one LE/SAE

(28 th - 30th June, Montreal, Canada) there were contributions

on placement of complete MAC functionality in eNodeB, on ne

cessity of a separate RLC Layer (e.g. R2-051760 and conve-

nor' s summary in R2-051759) and on placement of Header Com

pression and Encryption (SRJ-050085) .

The present contribution continues discussing the location of

user plane functionality in the evolved system. Main emphasis

is put on the questions:

• Should user plane functions move out of the RAN into the

CN?



• How can Macro Diversity Combing (MDC) or Soft-Handof f

(SHO) be supported in case RAN WGl proposes to do this?

• How can MBMS-like services be efficiently supported?

2 . Terminology

The present contribution assumes the existence of an Iu-like

interface between a RAN (characterised by managing radio re

sources including radio bearers) and a CN (characterised by

managing services and subscriber data, including Authentica-

tion, Authorisation and Accounting) . This interface, named

elu in this contribution, is assumed to follow the paradigm

of separation into control plane and user plane (a paradigm

valid for Iu since Release 99 of the UMTS standard) .

At the current state of discussions, there is no final deci

sion whether there will be one or two nodes in RAN or CN

(RAN: "NodeB and RNC" or "NodeB only"; CN: "SGSN and GGSN" or

"GSN only") . For this reason, the term eGSN resembles that

node in the CN which handles user plane data and is closest

to RAN.

The term eNodeB resembles a node similar to today' s NodeB,

but supporting the evolved Air Interface.

3 . Retransmission, Encryption and Header Compression

3.1 Retransmission

As presented and discussed in RAN2 (R2-051760) retransmission

functionality of MAC (Medium Access Control) and RLC (Radio

Link Control) may be relocated towards the air interface.

From an architectural perspective, placement of retransmis

sion functions close to the air interface makes a lot of

sense, as all delays up to the retransmission point are mul

tiplied by the number of repeated transmissions. The optimum

ratio of "immediately successful transmissions" to "transmis

sions requiring repetition" depends on the coding used. Thus,

details of ARQ (Automatic Repeat Request) are not treated

further .



Due to the optimisation of LTE/SAE (Long Term Evolu

tion/System Architecture Evolution) for broadband packet ser

vices, it can be assumed that applications requiring secured

transmissions will use terminal-based retransmission proce

dures, e.g. by employing TCP. This fact supposes to minimize

the number of retransmission layers (i.e. ARQ layers) in

LTE/SAE, as every retransmission layer will incur additional

delay and negatively impact the performance of terminal-based

retransmission scheme (e.g. TCP stall).

Consequently, it is proposed to locate all 3GPP retransmis

sion functionality for user plane data in eNodeB.

3.2 Header Compression and Encryption

This section is focussing on the Encryption/Decryption func

tionality of the RLC and on the Header compres

sion/Decompression functionality of PDCP. In the following,

these two functions are referred to by the term

HC/Encryption, independent of the actual direction of data

flow.

Note: IP-header transmission requires a minimum level of

transport security, i.e. there is a limitation of the maximum

acceptable Bit Error Rate/Block Error rate (BER/BLER) . How

ever, in contrast to existing UTRAN it is expected that all

services (even such services expecting no QoS (Quality of

Service) at all) are using IP headers. Thus, the maximum tol

erable BER/BLER will e.g. depend on the maximum BER/BLER tol-

erable by ROHC and not on the maximum BER/BLER tolerable by

the service.

The following arguments suppose to move HC/Encryption towards

CN side, i.e. away from the air interface, i.e. into that

node called eGSN in this contribution:

• Trunking gains :

HC/Encryption is a processing-intensive task. If it is

performed in a more central place for a high number of



users, statistics will provide a continuous constant

load for the corresponding hardware, enabling economic

use of the installed equipment (CAPEX (capital expendi

ture) saving) .

• Relocation of State Machines:

Even for long-living connections with infrequent data

traffic, the HC/Encryption state can be kept in a single

point without the need for relocation.

Reduced relocation frequency will save C-plane (control

plane) traffic (OPEX (operational expenditure) saving)

and reduce processing requirements (CAPEX saving) .

Depending on the to-be-decided scenario that CN will be

a constant anchor point for multiple RATs (Radio Access

Technologies) (e.g. iWLAN, WiMAX), encryption could even

remain intact at RAT change.

• Encryption for NAS-messages in RRC containers and for

user plane can be handled in the same node: UE and

SGSN/GSN.

• HC/Encryption does not require retransmissions between

the terminating entities. Thus, there is no harmful in

fluence of transport delays on the HC/Encryption func

tionality and consequently no need for placement close

to the air interface.

• Connection UE <-> SGSN/GSN coherently encrypted in the

user plane.

• Termination point for security is moved further back

into the network to SGSN/GSN, usually placed in well se

cured locations.

• The complete distance UE <-> SGSN/GSN benefits from HC

by reduced load (e.g. calculations claim more than 50%

bandwidth saving for VoIP (Voice over Internet Proto

col) ) on the terrestrial lines (OPEX savings) .

• Simplified initialisation of encryption functionality,

as keys are only required in UE and SGSN/GSN.

• No key-exchange or key-update with RAN nodes required,

neither at initialisation nor at RAN-related reloca

tion/mobility.

Note: C-Plane encryption may be re-initialised at node



change, thus completely avoiding the need for user-key-

transfer in RAN

4 . Soft Handover (SHO) /Macro Diversity Combining (MDC) and

Mobility

4.1 Mobility Anchor

Today, RNC functionality can hide UE mobility from the CN. In

order to ensure scalability and use of even large CN nodes,

this functionality might be required in RAN. In other words,

the RAN should provide a mobility anchor for RAN mobility,

independent from the CN mobility management.

However, today' s transport networks can inherently provide

mobility mechanisms. One example is Mobile IPv6 (IETF

RFC3775) and also multicast as supported by Ethernet (IEEE

802.x) can be exploited for mobility handling. Usage of such

Λavailable' mobility mechanisms in the TNL would

• Reduce standardisation effort in 3GPP,

• Enable independent implementation of 3GPP functions and

mobility functions,

• Provide new opportunities for mobile-network operators

and fixed-network operators (e.g. having mobility sup

port as part of Service Level Agreement) .

From a standardisation perspective, a non-3GPP-specif ic mo

bility anchor is characterised by the fact that U-plane (user

plane) interfaces of such node have the same data format, in

dependent of whether an interface accepts incoming data or

provides an outgoing data flow. In other words, a mobility

anchor is fully transparent for user plane traffic in both

directions .

As a consequence, involvement of such transparent node is

purely optional and operators may even decide to skip instal-

lation of RAN mobility anchors during initial rollout of

Evolved-UTRAN (reduced rollout CAPEX) .

4.2 Soft-Handoff Support for DL Multicast Channels



When DL Point-to-Multipoint (PtM) transmission was introduced

to RAN for MBMS in Release 6 of the UMTS standard, synchro

nised data distribution over the air promised significant re

duction of required DL transmission power. As efficient sup-

port for MBMS (Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service) is

also a requirement for LTE/SAE, data forking in DL will be

required. As data rates for MBMS are typically high, forking

should be located close to the air interface, similar to lo

cation of combining for UL-MDC.

From a standardisation perspective, there is no need for in

teracting with the data format between the single, incoming

DL data stream and the multiple, outgoing DL data streams.

Consequently, the transmitting eNodeB will not be affected by

the question whether an additional "DL multicast box" is em

ployed (in our example, only the TNL (Transport Network

Layer) address will be different from the TNL address of the

eGSN) .

As some TNL technologies inherently or explicitly support

multicast, there would again be the option not to standardise

specific 3GPP functionality for support of DL multicast. This

would again be reflected by the fact that single interfaces

of such multicast box are "the same" in 3GPP logic.

Note: For an efficient combining of MBMS PDUs (Packet Data

Units) from different cells/eNodeBs, UEs may require knowl

edge of a PDU counter (similar to today's RLC numbering) .

This numbering can be provided by eGSN, independent whether a

"DL multicast box" is configured in between eGSN and eNodeB.

4.3 Soft-Handoff Support for DL Dedicated Channels

From discussions during the introduction of the HSDPA (High

Speed Downlink Packet Access) feature in Release 5 of the

UMTS standard, it is known that gains from DL soft-handoff

may be compensated by other means (e.g. fast scheduling) . It

is therefore expected that similar results will make DL SHO

questionable for LTE.



However, if DL SHO would be preferred by RANl (Radio Access

Network Layer 1 ) and as long as no fast inter-eNodeB-communi-

cation is required (e.g. no inter-eNodeB-coordinated DL

scheduling), similar DL multicast schemes as for MBMS (see

above) can be applied.

A final decision is subject to RANl proposals, however it is

strongly recommended to avoid any fast inter-NodeB communica-

tion during DL SHO, as this would contribute significant net

work traffic with a high QoS requirement and consequently in

cur substantial operational expenses (OPEX) .

4.4 Macro-Diversity Combining (MDC) for UL Dedicated Channels

In the uplink, the situation is more complicated as redundant

PDUs can be received from different eNodeBs for Macro-Diver

sity combining. Selection of PDUs is a functionality which is

typically not provided by existing TNL technologies, thus

3GPP-specif ic functionality is required.

Despite the technical complexity and the n-fold amount of

network traffic during SHO situation, some initial RANl cal

culations show considerable improvement of Air-Interface

throughput and possible cell-sizes. Thus, decision to rule

out UL MDC seems to be hard at the moment.

However, looking at the "same interface" principle described

for DL above, one solution would be to make UL MDC "optional"

from an architectural perspective. Such an "optional UL MDC

functionality" can be provided under the following condi

tions :

• Same incoming user plane data format from NodeB as

outgoing user plane data format towards eGSN (typically,

just the number of block errors in the outgoing data to-

wards eGSN would be lower than in each of the incoming

interfaces) , and

• eNodeBs are in the position to autonomously detect and

decode air-interface PDUs, i.e. there is no requirement



to have fast inter-NodeB information exchange about the

allowed/scheduled UL data formats.

Again, according to 3GPP logical node concepts, the "same

user plane interface" would incur the fact that such UL MDC

node is optional by definition.

5 . Overview on the Resulting Network Architecture

FIG 5 discloses an overview on that architecture resulting

from considerations above. Optional nodes are confined by

dotted lines. Some of the functions which can be provided by

non-3GPP nodes are e.g the DL Multicast. Naming of nodes and

interfaces is according to the terminology section above.

Despite the following description focusses on handling of

user plane traffic, control plane functions are depicted for

the sake of completeness.

FIG 5 shows an example of a resulting system architecture

with optional MDC/SHO/mobility-Anchor functionality

6 . Deployment Scenarios

The approach that MDC/SHO/mobility-Anchor functionality is

optional provides new flexibility for operators when rolling

out Evolved-UTRA networks.

As a baseline for every deployment, the assumption that

NodeBs are located according to Radio-Planning Tools should

not require any further debate (even if the location is not

selected according to radio planning for LTE, but according

to radio planning for legacy systems) . The location and di

mensioning of Core Network Nodes (eGSN) , however, may be

guided by even concurring design guidelines:

• Reuse of existing SGSN/GGSN locations and their

interconnectivity facilities (Gi, Gn, IMS, HSS) ,

• Change in traffic demands for eGSN (PS only, increase of

total traffic) ,



• Change in traffic sources/sinks (Wide-Distance Traffic,

Traffic to centralised servers; Peer-to-Peer Traffic for

Data Services like Data Exchange, Peer-to-Peer Traffic

for VoIP including local calls) , and/or

• Change in network topology (deployment or acquisition of

additional broadband connections like fibre channels

etc. )

6.1 Deployment in Urban Area

FIG 6 shows a functional view of a possible deployment in an

urban area, where SHO/MDC is deemed negligible due to high

inter-cell attenuation. The optional mobility anchor can be

omitted at initial deployment (as long as the eGSN can handle

the number of cell changes) .

In addition to what is depicted in FIG 6 , the operator may

decide to add support for DL Multicast if he puts emphasis on

MBMS in his business plan.

FIG 7 , in contrast, shows a topological view of an exemplary

deployment-scenario for Urban Area with optional mobility an

chor .

6.2 Deployment in Rural Area

FIG 8 discloses a functional view of an exemplary deployment

scenario for rural area, in which SHO/MDC is deemed important

for coverage reasons, but may be co-located with the eGSN.

Hiding mobility functionality is not deemed important as cell

change is infrequent due to cell size and reduced traffic,

nevertheless, mobility anchoring may be performed by an ex

isting TNL concentrator (e.g. router / switch).

FIG 9 shows a topological view of an exemplary deployment

scenario for Rural Area with SHO/MDC support.

7 . Proposals

It is thus furthermore proposed:



• To move Header Compression & Encryption into the CN

(here: eGSN) and to capture this agreement in 3GPP TR

23.882,

• To locate PDU numbering for support of Soft-Combining

for DL Multicast Services in CN (here: eGSN),

• To locate PDU numbering for support of Soft-Combining

for DL Unicast Services in CN (here: eGSN),

• To provide guidance to RANl to take methods into ac

count, which enable optional MDC/SHO units and avoid de-

manding inter-eNodeB traffic, when discussing MDC/SHO

gains and schemes, and

• To provide guidance to RAN3 about employing non-3GPP

methods (TNL methods) for support of mobility handling.



Patent claims

1 . Method for establishing a connection in a radio communica

tion system, wherein

in a first step, a user plane connection between nodes (CN

Node, Node B ) of the radio communication system is estab

lished, and

in a second step, a mobility functionality is added to the

user plane connection dependent on a detection of a first

event requiring support of mobility of a user equipment (UE) .

2 . Method according to claim 1 , wherein

the detected event is a due handover and/or relocation of the

user equipment (UE) .

3 . Method according to claim 1 or 2 , wherein

the mobility functionality is realised by a micro mobility

anchor .

4 . Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein

the micro mobility anchor is relocated within the system de

pendent on a current load.

5 . Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein

the mobility functionality is removed from the user plane

connection dependent on a detection of a second event.

6 . Method according to claim 5 , wherein

the second event is a lapse of a predetermined timer and/or a

reduced movement of the user equipment (UE) .

7 . Radio communication system, comprising means for realising

the method according to any of the preceding claims.
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